
WOODLAND WONDERS - QUILTING

YOUR LEGACY QUILT ORIGINALS

From Norton House Quilting Wilmington, VT 

First, thank you for being interested in an original quilt from Emily at
Norton House Quilting. The fabric collection is Woodland Wonders by
Studio e. 
 
The pattern will work with any 6 1/2" square panel blocks. 
 
There isn't one way to layout the quilt blocks. It is up to you the maker to
choose where your 6 1/2" blocks go to complete your quilt top. Feel free
to use the quilt top image as your guideline, but you don't need to
choose the animals I've selected in the different rows as I have, this is
your legacy quilting project. 
 
You will notice I made the non-animal blocks a tad bigger then what is
needed. I have found that I slightly cut down to the size block that I need,
compared to fudging it and stretching the fabric. Always square it up to the
finished size stated.
 
 
Outline of the Quilt Top in Steps:
1) Cut out panel
2) Sew small towers 
3) Cut out large towers
4) Small tower sewed to the large tower
5) Layout the animal blocks with small tower sewn to the large tower
blocks
6) Add a little brown border
7) Add a larger border
8) Finish quilt using your favorite methods
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Step 1) Take the block panel and using your Creative Grids 6 1/2" square
ruler or a plastic ruler, make 6 1/2" square with your favorite rotary cutter.
You will cut out the entire block panel.
 
 
Step 2) Small towers - the finished size will be 6 1/2" x 3 1/2". 
 
If you bought a kit, from your six different strips fabrics,  cut each strip into
2 1/2" with the length of the fabric. Then choose three strips to go together,
I sewed the three teal color fabrics and then the three blue color fabrics.
 
If you didn't buy a kit, that's okay, choose 3 fabrics that you like to make up
the small tower. Cut them each at 2 1/2" x length of fabric strips and sew
three together. I used two different color variations, teal and blue. . 
 
 
Small tower A) Teal
1) Teal cloud fabric
2) Teal ombre background
3) Dark teal ombre background
 
Small tower B) Blue
    1) Blue cloud fabric
    2) Light blue ombre background
    3) Dark blue ombre background
 
The best part about working with ombre fabrics is that you can get different
color variations.
 
Then, sew the three strips together, iron, then using your ruler again with a
rotary cutter cut 3 1/2" rectangles. Each small tower will be 6 1/2" x 3 1/2".
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Step 3) Large towers - the finished size is 6 1/2" x 3 1/2". 
Cut from the following three fabrics.
 1) Teal background with more than one color leaves (4 in total)
 2) Blue background with more than one color leaves (6 in total)
 3) Teal  ombre background with solid color leaves (5 in total)
 
Or you choose you 15 in total tall towers.
 
 
Step 4) Sew one small tower to one large tower. I always sewed the small
block tower to the right of the large tower. Meaning when looking at the
quilt top, you'll notice the blocks are always on the left-hand side, and the
solid towers are still on the right-hand side. 
 
There is no method to the madness. Sew which two towers you wish as
long as it's one small tower sewn to one large tower. See the quilt top
image if you want to do the same but, it's not needed. 
 
After your towers are sewn together, iron, then square up to the finished
size 6 1/2" x 6 1/2".
 
 
EXAMPLES taken from quilt for arrangement ideas: 
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Step 5) Quilt rows together with animals. 
 
See the quilt image for how I placed the animals together. 
However, above is simply a suggestion, if the different colors are
speaking to your more then use that block. There is no need to follow
my layout of blocks completely. It's your quilt. 
 
Step 6) Add the first border. 
The first border is 2 1/2" strip that goes around the quilt top. It's brown
swirls.
 
 
Step 7) Add the other larger border, which is 5 1/2" from five strips. I
used the trees to complete the quilt top.
 
 
Step 8) Finish the quilt using your preferred method of quilting and then
bind. 
 
 
 
Happy Sewing!
-Emily 
Norton House Quilting
30 West Main Street
PO Box 579
Wilmington, VT 05363
 
www.NortonHouseQuilting.com    -    Emily@NortonHouseQuilting.com
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